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Two reactors are available. One is a gray 200.0-dd CSTR that can be heated 
to 77°C or cooled to O'C. and rhe other is a white 800.0-dm' PFR operated at 
300 K that cannot be heated or cooled but can he painied red or biack. Note 
k = 0.07 dm3/mol-min at 300 K and E = 20 kcaI/mol. 
la) Which reactor nnd what conditions do you recommend? Explain the rea- 

son for your choice (e . ,~ . .  color, cost, space available, weather condi- 
tions). Back up your reasoning with the appropriate calcuInttons. 

(b) How long would it  take to achieve 90% conversion in a 200-dm3 batch 
reactor with CAD = CBO = I M after mixing at a temperature of 7I0C? 

(c) What would your answer to part (b) be if the reactor were cooled to O°C? 
(Ans. 2.5 days) 

Id) What conversion would be obtained if the CSTR and PFR were operated 
at 300 K and connected in series? In paraIlel with 5 mournin to each9 

(e) Keeping Table 4-1 in mind, what batch reactor volume wourd be neces- 
sary to process the same amount of species A per day as the flow reactors 
while achieving 90% conversio~? Refemng ro Table 1-1, estimate the 
cost of the batch reactor. 

(0 Write a couple of sentences describing what you learned from the prob- 
Icm and what you believe to be the point of the problem. 

P4-6R Dibutyl phthalate (DBP), a plasticizer, has a potential market of 17, million 
Ib/yr (AIChE Studenr Conresr Ploblern) and is to be produced by reaction of 
n-butanol with monobutyl phthaiate (MBP). The reaction follows an eremen- 
taw rate law and is catalyzed by H,SO, (Figure P4-6). A stream contalninp 
MBP and buenol is to be mixed with the H,SO, catalyst immediateIy before 
the stream enters the reactor. The concentration of MBP in the srream enter- 
ing the reactor is 0.2 lb rnollft-'. and the molar feed rate of butanol i s  five 
times that of MBP. The specific reaction rate at l O 0 T  is 1.2 ft3/lb mol- h . 
There is a IWgaIIon CSTR and associated peripheral equipment available 
far use on this project for 30 days a year (operating 24 Wday). 

(MBP) (n-butanol) (DBPE 

(a) Determine the exit conversion in the available 1000-gallon reactor if you 
were to produce 33% of the share (i.e.. 4 million Ib/yr) of the predicted 
market. (Ans.: X = 0.33) 

(b) How might you increase the conversion for the same Fa? For example, 
what conversion would be achieved if a second ICW-gal CSTR were 
placed either in series or in parallet with the CSTR? [X? = 0.55 (series)] 
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Ic) For the same temperature as pan (a). what CSTR volume would be nec- 
essary to achieve a conversion of 85% for a molar feed rate of MBP of 1 
Ib mollmin? 

(d) If possible. calculate the tubuIar reactor volume neceshaq ro achieve 
85% conversion, when the reactor is oblong rather than cylindrical, with 
a major-to-minor axis ratio nf 1.3 : 1 .O. There are no radial gradients in 
either concentration or velocity. If it i s  not po~sible to calculate V,,, 
explain. 

(el How would ynur results for parts (a) and (b) change if the temperature 
were raised to 150aF where k is now 5.0 ft3/lb mol . b but the reaction is 
severs~ble u lth Kr = 0.3? 

(f) Kecping in mind the times given in Table 4-1 for filling, and other oper- 
ations. how many 1000-gnIlon reactors o ~ r a t e d  in the batch mode would 
be necessary to meet the required production of 4 mhlion pounds in a 30- 
day period? Es~imate the co\t of the reactors in the system. Nure: Present 
in the feed stream may be some trace impurities, mhich you may lump as 
heranol. The activation energy 1s believed to be sflrnewhere around 25 
kcallmo2. Hint: Plot number of reactors a< a function of  conversion. (At? 
Ans.: 5 reactors) 

(g) What generalizations can you make about what you learned in this prob- 
lem that would apply to other problems? 

(h) Write a question that requires critical thinking and then explain why ynur 
quesr~on requires critical thinking. [Hinr: See Preface. Section B.11 

P4-7, The elementary gas-pha~e rcacrion 

i s  carried out isothermally in a flow reactor with no pressure drop. The spe- 
cific reaction rate at 50°C is LO-4 min-I (from perico5ity data) and the acti- 
vation energy is 85 Wlmnl. Pure di-[err-butyl peroxide enters the reactor at 
10 otm and 127'C and a molar flow rate of 2.5 mollrnin. Calculate the reactor 
volume and space time to achieve 909 conversion in: 
(a) a PFR (Arts.:  967 dm?) 
(b) a CSTR (Aiir.: 1700 dm') 
(c) Pmsure drop. Plot X. ?; as a function of the PFR volume when a = O 001 

dm-". What are X, and y at 1' = 500 din'? 
(d) Write a quec~ion that requires cri~ical rhinking. and explain wh! it involve.es 

cntical thinking 
te) If this reacrlm is to he carried out  soth hem ally at 137°C and an initial 

pressure of 10 atm in a cnnqtant-volume batch mode with 90% conver- 
sion, w h a t  rcnctor size and cost would hc required to process (2.5 ~nollmin 
X 60 mlnh X 2.1 hldny) 3600 mol of di-ten-but>\ perox~de per day? 
(Hirlr. Recall Table 4- I .1 

(fl Assume that the reaction is reverrrblc with K r  = 0.025 rnol'ldmh. and 
calculate the equilibr~um conversion; lhen redo l a !  through (c) to achieve 
a con\erainn thal i\ 90% of the equilibrium conver4nn. 

(g) Membranc reactor. Repeat Part ( f )  for the care when C:H, flows 
out through the .side\ ol' lhe reactor and !he tr:in%porr coefficient 
kr = 0.08 \-I. 
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P4-88 ~ubleshoot ing 
(a)  A liquid-phase isomerization A B is carried out in a 1000-gal 

CSTR that has a single impeller located halfway down the reactor. The 
liquid enters at the top of the reactor and exits at the bottom. The reac- 
tion is second order. Experimental data taken in a hatch reactor predicted 
the CSTR conversjon should be 5056. However, the conversion measured 
in the actual CSTR was 579. Suggest reasons for the discrepancy and 
suggest something that wouid give closer agreement between the pre- 
dicted and measured conversions. Back your suggestions with cnkula- 
tioos. F.S. It was raining that day. 

(b) The first-order g-as-phase isornerization reaction 

A B with k = 5 min-1 

is to be carried out in a tubular reactor. For a feed of pure A of 5 
drn31min. the expected conversion in a PFR is 63.2%. However, when the 
reactor was put in operation. the con\~ersion was only 5R.h%. U'e should 
note that the straight tubular reactor would not fit in the available space. 
One engineer suggested that the reactor be cut in half and the two reac- 
tors he put side by side with equal feed to each. However. the chief engi- 
neer overrode this suggestion saying the tubular reactor had to be one 
piece so he bent the reactor in a U shape. The bend was not a good one. 
Brainstorm and make a list of things that could cause this off-design 
specification. Chaose the most logical explanationlmodel, and carry out a 
calculation to show quantitatively that with your model the conversion I< 

5X.6&. (An Ans: 57% of the total) 
(c) The liquid-phase reaction 

was carried out in a CSTR. For an entering concentration of 2 rnol/dm3. 
the conversion was 409 .  For the qame reactor volume and entering con- 
ditions as the CSTR, the expected PFR conversion is 48.6%. However. 
the PFR conversion was amazingly 50% exactly. Bninqtonn reasons for 
the disparity. Quantitatively show how these conversions came about 
(i.e., the expected conversion and the actual conversion). 

(d) The pas-phase reaction 

A - t B  C + D  

is carried out in a packed bed reactor. When the panicle size was 
decreased hy 15%. the conversion remained unchanged. When the parti- 
cle size was decreased by 20%. the conveaion drcreaced. When the orig- 
inal particle size was increaced by 15'3, the conver<ion also decreased. In 
all case$. the temperature, the total catalyst weight. and all other condi- 
tions remained unchanged. What's going on here? 

P4-9, A re~ersihle I~qutd-phase ~romerlzntion A I3 Bic carried out isorher- 
1tfnl1,v In a ION-gal CSTR. The reaction i s  second order in both the forward 
and reverse directions. The liquid enterc at !he top of the reactor and exits at 
the hottnm. ExperirnentnI data taken in a batch reactor shows the CSTR con- 
version tn be 40%. Thc reaction is rever7ihle u ~ t h  Kc = 3.0 at 30n K ,  and 
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AHR, = -25,IXX) callnol. Assurntng that the batch data taken at 31Jo F 
accurate and that E = 15,000 ctll/mol, what CSTR temperature do you re 
mend to obtain maximum conversion? Hinr: Read Appendix C 
assume ACp = 0 in the appendix Equation (C-8): 

A H ,  1 
Kc(.) = K~(T~)~XP!(~ - j)] 

Use Polymath to make a plot of X versus T. Does it go through a rnaxin 
If so, explain why. 

P4-10 The growth of bacteria to form n product. P, is carried out in  a 25 dm' C 
(chernortat). The bacteria (e.g., Zjwononos) consunres the nutrient sub, 
(e.g., to generate more cells and the desired product--ethanol) 

Calls I Substrate - More Cslls + Pmdwt 1 

' 
The CSTR was initially inoculated with bacteria and now has reached s 
state. Only substrate (nutrient) is fed to the reactor at a volumetric ra 
5 dm3/% and a concentration of 30 @dm3. The growth law r, (glhr dm") 

and the rate of substrate consumption i s  related to growth rate by 

with the stoichiometric refationship 

(a) Write a mass balance on the cells and the substrate concentration i 
CSTR operated at steady state, 

(b) Solve the cell mass balance for the substrate concentration and cslc 
,-, 

0 Cs. 
(c) Calculate the cell concentration, Cc. 
(d) How would your answers to {b) and (c) change if the volumetric 

rate were cut in haif? 
(e) How would your answers to (b) and (c) change if the CSTR volume 

reduced by a factor of three? 
( f )  The reaction is now carried out in a 10 dm3 batch reactor with initial 

centrations of substrate C, = 30 @dm3 and cells of CEO = 0.1 g/dn 
Plot C,, C,, r,, and -rs as a functron of time. 

(g) Repeat (f) for a 100 dm3 reactor. 
Additional Enformat~on: 

hax = 0.5hr-', K, = 5 gldrn3 
Y, = 0.8 g cell Formedlg substrate consumed = IIY,,c 
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P4-11, The gaseous reaction A d B has a unimolecular reaction rate constant 
uf 0.00 IS min-I at 80°F. This reaction i s  to be camled out In pnrcrilel tithes 
I O ft long and I in. inside diameter under a pressure of 132 psi: at 2Cf1°F. A 
production rate of \OW lblh of £3 is required. Assum~ng an activation energy 
of 25.000 callmol. how many tubes are needed if the conversion of A i s  to be 
909? Assume perfect gas laws. A and B each have molecular weights of 58. 
{From California Profe~sional Engineers Exam.) 

P4-12, (a) The irreversible elementary reaction 2A 4 B takes place in che 
gas phage in an i~othermai ttthrlur (plrtg-Jow) rencror. Reactant A and a 
diluenr C are fed in equimolat ratio, and conversion of A is 80%. If the 
molar feed rate of  A is cur in half, what is the conversion of ,4 assuming 
that the feed rate of C is left unchanged? Assume ideal behavior and that 
the reactor temperature remains unchanged. What was the point of this 
problem? (From Califomla Professional Engineers Exam.) 

(b). Write a que5tion that requires critical thinking, and explain why i t  
involves critical thinking. 

P4-13, Compound A undergoes a reversible isornerizrttion reaction. A 8 B , 
over a supported metal catalyst. Under pertinent conditions, A and I3 are liq- 
uid, miscible, and of nearIy idenrical density; the equilibrium constant for rhe 
reaction (in concentration units) is 5.8. In afu;ed-bed isothemaljlow rencror 
in w h ~ h  backmixing is negligible (i.e.. plug Row), a feed of pure A undzr- 
goes a net conversion to 0 of 55%. The reaction is elementiiry. If a second, 
identical flew reactor at the same temperature i s  placed downstream from the 
first, what overall conversion of A would you expect if: 
(a) The reactors are directly connected in series? (Ans.: X = 0.74.) 
(b) The products from the first reactor arc separated by appropriate process- 

ing and only the unconverted A is fed to the second reactor? 
(Fmm California Professions! Engineers Exam.) 

FJ-Idc A total of 2500 galh of metaxylene is being isomerized to a mixture of 
orthoxylene, rnetaxylene. and paraxylene in a reactor containing 1000 ft3 of  
catalyst. The reaction is being carried out at 75VF and 300 psig. Under these 
conditions, 3 7 6  of the metaxylene fed to the reactor is isornerized. At a flow 
rate of 1667 gaVh. 50% of the rnetaxylene is isomerized at the same temper- 
ature and pressure. Energy changes are negligible. 

It is now proposed that a second plant ke built to process 5 5 0 0  gal171 of 
rnetaxylene at the s m e  ternpenture and pressure ;is described earlier. What size 
reactor (I.c., what volume af catalyst) is required if conversion in the new plant 
2s to be 46% instead of 37QT Justify any assumptions made for the  ale-up 
calculation. (Ans.: 2931 ft3 of catalyst.) (From California Professional Enpi- 
neen Exam.) Make a list of the things you learned From this problem. 

P4-15* 1t is desired to carry out the gaseous reaction A + B in an existing 
ruhular rencror consisting of 50 parailel rubes 40 ft loo$ with a 0.75-in. inside 
diameter. Bench-scale experiments have given the reaction nte  constant for 
this first-order reaction as 0.00152 s-I at 200°F and 0.0740 s-I at 3Q0°F. At 
what temperature should the reactor be operated to give a conversron of A of 
80% with a feed rate of 500 Ibh of pure A and an operating pressure of 
l a )  psig? A has a molecular weight of 73. Departures from perfect gas behav- 
ior may be neglected, and the reverse reaction is insignificant at these condi- 
tions. 1Ans.: T = 275T.) (Fmm CaIifornia Professional Engineers Exam.) 
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(6) What is the conversion exiting the last reactor? 
(c) What is the pressure at the exit of  the packed bed? 
( d )  How would your answers challge if the catalyst diameter were decreased 

by a factor of 2 and the PBR diameter were increased by 5 0 5  assuming 
turbolent flow? 

P4-19 A microreactor similnr to the one shown in  Figure P4-19 from the MIT group 
is used to produce phosgene in the gas phase. 

The rnlcroreactor ic 20 rnm Iong, 500 prn in diameter. and pached with cata- 
lyst particles 35 pm in diameter. The entering prcsqure is 830 kPa 18.2 am). 
and rhe entering flomm to each mtcroreactor i s  equin~olar. The molar flow rate 
of CO is 2 x 111-5 nioVs and the ~olu~nctrrc flori is. 2 83 x I ( ) -*  rn7/s. The weight 
of  catallsf In one iii~croi~actt~r: 1V = 3.5 x 10" Ip. The reactor ts kept isother- 
~nal at 120°C. Because the catalypt ts also sliphtly differeni than rhe one in 
Figure P4-19. 11ic rate lrrw is difierent as u~ell. 

(a )  Plnt the molar flow ratcc FA. FB, and Fc. the uonrerrion X. and pre\sure 
rntrcl alony the length of the reaclor. 

I h )  Calculate the nurnkr nf microreactnrf In parallel In pmduce 1IE.MIR 
hgtyenr phoyene. 

( c )  Repeat pan f a )  for the case when the catalyst ueight remaim ~ h c  came 
hut the panicle diameter i< ctit rn half. I f  pokcible cnlnpare your ansiscr 
u i t h  part (a) nntl dc~cribe u h a ~  ycx~  find. nclting anyth~ng unusual 

( d l  I i na  would your ancirrrc to pan (;I) chanpe i f t l~c  re,lchon licre revers- 
~ b l e  mith K,. = O 4 dni'/rnt~l? Dcsc~.ihr u hat !nu iind 
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(e)  What are lhc advantages and disadvantage5 of using an array of mi 
reactt>r~ over ucing one conventional packed bed reactor that provider 
same yield and convers~on'? 

(0 Write a que5tion that involves critical thinking. and explain wh 
involves criticaI th~nking. 

(g) Discuss what you learned from t h ~ s  problem and mhnt you believe t! 
the p i n t  of the problem. 

AddEtionrrI inforn~lntion: 

a = 3.55 x 10Slkg catalyst (based on properties of air and b = 0.4) 
k = 0.0M rnhlrnol . L . ks catalyst at 120°C 
u, = 2 83 . IV7 &Is, p = 7 kglrn3, p = 1.94 l o 5  kg/m . s, 
A, = 1.96 - IP7 m2, G = 10.1 kglm2 . s 

P4-20c The elementary gas-phase reaction 

is carried out in a packed-bed reactor. Currently, catalyst panicIes 1 mn 
diameter are packed inro 4-in. schedule 40 pipe (A, = 0.82126 dm". 
value of p, in the pressure drop equation is 0.001 stmldm. A stoichiomt 
mixture of A and B enters the reactor at a total rnolnr flow rate of 10 mollr 
a temperature of 590 K, and a pressure of 20 atm. Flow i s  turbulent througt 
the bed. Currently, only 12% conversion is achieved w~th  100 kg of catalys 

It is suggested that conversion could be increased by changing the 
alyst panicle d~arneter. Use the following data to correlate the specific rr 
tion rate as a function of particle diameter Then use this correlatior 
determine the catalyst size that glves the highest conversion. As you will 
in Chapter IZ, k '  for first-order reaction is expected to vary according to 
following relationship 

where rl, varies directly with particle diameter, @= uD,. Although the reac 
is not first order, one note3 from Figure 12-5 the functionality for a sea  . order reaction is similar to Equation (P4-20.1). 
(a) Show that when the flow 1s turbulent 

and that g, = 0.8 x IIT atrnlkg and also show that r = 75 min-I. 
(b) Plot the specific reaction rate k' a? a function of D,, and compare I. 

Figure 12-5. 
(c) Make a plot of ronversion as a function of catalyst size. 
Id) Discuss how your answer would change if you had used the effectiver 

factor for a second-order reaction rather than a hrst-order reaction. 
(e) How would your answer to (b) change if both the particle diameter 

pipe diameter were increased by 509 when 
( I )  the flow is laminar. 
(2) the flow is turbulent. 

(f') Write a few sentences describing and explaining what would happel 
the pressure drop parameter a is varied. 
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(g) What genenl17ations can you make about what you lenrned in thik pmb- 
l e ~ n  that would apply to other problem.;? 

(h) Drscus$ what you learned from this problc~n and what you beliekc Icr be 
the point of the problem. 

Additiotlul ~rrforitrrrr~o~t: 
Void Fraction = 0.35 Solid catalyst density = 2.35 kgldrnJ ' 

Bulk density: pB = (I  - 0)  pc = (0.35) (2.35) = 0.823, 

k'(dmVmol.min. kg cat) 0.06 0.12 0.30 I.?, 2.M 3.W 

[Hill!: You c o ~ ~ l d  use Equation (P4 20-I), which would include D, and an 
unknown proport~onality constant that you could evaluate from the data. Fnr 
very small values of the Thiele modulus we know 7 = I ,  and for very large 
values of the Thiele rnodulu~ we know that 7 = 3/9 = 3/cD,.] 

P4-2I,, Nutri~ion is an important part of ready-to-eat cereal. To make cereal healthier, 
many nutrients are added. Unfortunately, nutrients degrade over time, making 
~t necessary to add more than the declared amount to assure ennugh for thc life 
of the cereal. Vitamin V ,  is declared at a level of 20% of  the Recommended 
Daily AiIowance per serving size (serving size = 30 g). The Recommended 
Daily Allowance i s  6500 ILr ( I  .7 X loh IU = 1 g). I t  has been found that the 
degradation of thiq nutrient is fint order in the amount of nutrients. Accelerated 
storage tests have been conducted on this cereal, with the following results: 

Temperature { O C )  ] 4S 55 65 

(a) Given this information and the fact that the cereal needs to have a vita- 
min level above the declared d u e  of 6500 IU for I year at 25°C. what 
IU should be present In the cereal at the time tt is manufactured? Your 
answer may also be reported in percent ovemse: (Am. 13%) 

%OU = C(r=Ol-C(r=1 yr) 
C ( t  = I yr) 

(b) At what percent of  declared value of 6500 I U  must you apply the vita- 
min? If 10.000.000 lhlyr of the cereal t s  made and the nutrient c o ~ t  is 
$100 per pound, how much wilt this overuse cost'? 

Ic) If this were your factory. what percent overuse would you actually apply 
and why? 

Id) How would your answers change i f you stored the material in a Bangkok 
warehouse for 6 months, where the daily temperature is 4VC, before 
moving it to the supermarket? (Table of results of accelerated storage 
tests on cereal; and Problem of vitamin level of cereal after storage cour- 
tesy of General MiIIs. Minneapolis. MN.) 

4-22* A very proprietary industrial waste reaction. which we'll code as A + B + S  
is to be carried out in a 10-dm? CSTR followed by 1 0-dm3 PFR. The reaction 
is eIernentary, but A. which enters at a concentration of 0.001 rnol/drn3 and a 
molar flow rate of 20 mollmin. has trouble decomposing. The specific reac- 
tion rate at 42°C (i.e., morn temperature in the Mojave desert) is 0.0001 SKI. 
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However, we don't know the activation energy; rherefore. we cannot carry out 
this reaction in the winter in M i c h i p .  Consequently this reaction, while 
important, is not worth your time to study. Therefore, perhrtps you want to 
take a break and go watch a m o v ~ e  such as Dances with Wnlres (a  favorite of 
the author), Bride and Prejudice, or f inding Neverland. 

P4-23, The production of ethylene glycol from ethylene chlmhydrin and sodium b i a h a t e  

CH,OHCH,CI + NaHCO,+ (CH20H)2 + NaCI -+ CO, 

is carried out in.a sernibatch reactor. A 1.5 molar solution of ethylene chloro- 
hydrin is fed at a rare 0.1 molelminute to 1500 d r n b f  a 0.75 molar solution 
of sodium bicarbonate. The reaction is elementary and carried out isocher- 
mally at 30cC where the spec~fic reaction rate is 5.1 dm3/rnolJfi. H~gher  tem- 
peratures produce unwanted side reactions. The reactor can hoId a maximum 
of 2500 dm3 of liquid. Assume constant density. 
(a) Plot the canversion, reaction rate. concentration of reactants and prod- 

ucts. and number of moles of glycol formed as a function of time. 
(b) Suppose you could vary the flow rate between 0.01 and 2 mollmin, what 

flow a rate would and holding time you choose to make the greatest num- 
ber of moles of ethylene glycol in 24 hours keeping in mind the down- 
times for cleaning, filling, etc., shown in Table 4- 1. 

(c)  Suppose the ethylene chlorohydrin i s  fed at a rate of 0.15 rnolhin until the 
reactor i s  full and then shut in. Plot the conversion as a function of time. 

( d )  Discuss what you learned from this problem and what you be3ieve to be 
the point of this problem. 

P4-24c The following reaction is to be carried out in the liquid phase 

NaOH + CH3COOC,H, ---+ C H , C O O - N ~ ~  + C,H,OH 

The initial concentrations are 0.2 M In NaOH and 0.25 M in 
CH,COOC2Hs with k = 5.2 x rn3/mol-s at 20°C with E = 42,810 
JJmol. Design a set of operating condition$ to produce 200 mollday of 
ehanol in a semibatch reactor and not operate above 35'C and below a 
concentration of NaOH of 0.02 molar.'? The semrbatch reactor you have 
available is 1.3 m in diameter and 2.5 m tall. 

P4-2Sc (Membmne rrrrr*tor) The first-order, reversible reaction 

is taking place in a membrane reactor. Pure A enters the reactor, and I3 dif- 
fuses rhrough the membrane. Unfortunately, some of  the reactant A also dif- 
fuses thmugh the membrane. 
(a) Plot the Row rates of A. B. and C down the reactor. as well as the flow 

rates of A and R through the membrane. 
(b) Compare the convenion profiles of a conventtonal PFR with those of an 

IMRCF. What generalizat~ons can you make7 

'' Manual of Chemical Engineering Laboratory. University of Nanc!.. Nancy. France. 
1994. rrrc@rs?.~~r~r-srur!gort.de. 2 i . r l . ~ :  ~~rhio.drVAlCHE 
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Good Alternatives on the CD and on the Web 

The following problems are either similar to the ones already pre5ented 
use different reactions or have a number of figures that would requlre a 10 

text space. Consequently. the fulI problem statements are on the CD-ROM 
P4-28 Pressure drop in  a PBR with a first-order reaction using real data: Wha 

questions asked. [3nl Ed. P4-181 
P4-29 Good Troiibleshooting Problc~n. Inspector Sergeant Ambercrornby inrre 

gates possible fraud at Worthless ChemicaI. [3rd Ed. P4-91 
P4-30 The first-order reaction 

is to be carried out in a packed k d  reactor with pressure drop where the r 
constant varies inversely with k-( IIDp). One can also choose frotn van( 
pipe sizes to get the maximum conversion. Similar to Problems PJ-22 a 
P4-23. [3rd Ed. P4-201 

P4-31 Pressure drop in a packed bed reactor to make alkylated cyclohexannls. [: 
Ed. P4-221 

Figure P4-31 

P4-32 A semibatch reactor is used to carry out the reaction 

Similar to problems 4-26 and 4-27. 13rd Ed. P4-261 
P4-33 A CSTR with hvo impellers is modeled as rhree CSTRs in series. [3rd Ed, p4-2 
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S O M E  T H O U G H T S  O N  C R I T I Q U I N G  
W H A T  YOU R E A D  

Your texthnoks after your gndunt~on will be, ln pan, the professional journals that yotl 
reild. As you read the journals, i t  is important that you study them with a critical eye. 

Ref~rencc Shelf You need to learn if the author's conclusion is supponed by the data, if the article IS 

nea or novel, if it advances our understanding. and to learn i f the analysil; is current. 
To deveIop this technique. g e  of the major asstgnments used in  the gmduate course in 
chemical reaction engineering at the University of Michigan for the past 25 years has 
been an in-depth analysis and critique of a journal anicle related to the course material. 
Si~niticant effort i s  made to ensure that a cursocy or supeficiol review is not carried 
uut. Students arc asked to analyze and critique ideas rather than ask questions such as: 
Was the p ~ s s u r e  measured accurately? They have been told that they are not required 
to find an error or inconsistency in the artide to receive a good grade, but if they do 
find such things, i t  just makes the assignment that much more enjoyable. Beginning 
with Chapter 4, a number of the problems at the end of each chapter in this hook are 
based on students' analyses and critiques of journal anicles and are designated with a 
C le.g.. P4C-I). These problems involve the analysis of journal articles that may have 
minor or major inconsistencies. A discussion on critiquing journaI articles can be found 
in Professional Reference Shelf R4.4 on the CD-ROM. 

J O U R N A L  C R I T I Q U E  P R O B L E M S  

P4C-1 In Wuter Resenvch, 33 (9), 2130 ( 1  999). is there a disparity id the rate law 
obtained by batch experiments and continuous flow experiments? 

PIC-2 In the article describing the liquid reaction of isoprene and rnaleic anhydride under 
p ~ s s u r e  [RIChE J., J6(5), 766 (1970)l. the authors show the reaction rate to be 
greatly accelerated by dhe application of pressure. For an equimolw feed they wsite 
the sewid-oder reaction mte expression in terms of the mole fraction y: 

and then show the effect of pressure on k,  {s-I). Derive this expression from 
hrst priociplec and suggest a possible logical expIanntion for the increase in 
the true specific reaction rate constant k (dm3/mol 4 s) with pressure that is dif- 
ferent from the author's. Make a quick check to verify your chaIlenge. 

P4C-3 The reduction of  NO by char was carried out in a fixed bed between 5 0  and 
845°C Ilnt. Chem. Eng., 2a2). 239 (19801J. It was concluded that the reaction 
is first order with respect to the concentration of NO feed (300 to 1 0 0  ppm) 
over the temperature range studied. Pr was also found that activation energy 
begins to increase at about 680°C. Is frst order the true reaction order? If rhere 
were dimepancia in this aTticIe, wk3t might be k reasons for hm'? 

P4C-4 In the article describing vapor phase esterification of acetic acid with ethanol 
to form ethyl acetate and water [Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., ?6/2), 198 1 I987)], the 
pressure drop in the reactor was accounted for in a most unusual manner [i.e.. 
P = Po(l - fX), where f is a constant]. 
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(a) Using the Ergun equation along with estimating some of the parameter 
values (e.g., C$ = 0.4). calculate the value of a in the packed-bed reactor 
(2 cm i.d. by 67 cm long). 

(b) Us~ng  the value of a, redo part (a) accounting for pressure drop along 
the l~nes  described in this chapter. 

(c) Finally, if possible, estimate the value off used in these equations. 

* Additional Homework Problems 

CDP4-AB A sinisier looking gentlemen i s  interested in producing methyl per- &? chtorate in a batch reactor. The reactor has a strange and unsettling 
m e  law. [2nd Ed. P4-281 (Solution Included) 

Bioreactars and Reactions 
Solved Problems 

CDP4-B, (Ecological Engineering) A much more complicated version of Prob- 
lem 4-17 uses actual pond (CSTR) sizes and flow rates in modeling 
the site with CSTRs for the Des Plaines River experimental wetlands 
site (EW3) i n  order to degrade atrazine. [ See Web Module on CD or 
WWW] 

CDP4-C, The rate of binding ligands to receptors is studied in this application 
of reaction kinetics to bioerrginecri~rg. The time to bind 50% of the 
l~gands to the receptors is required. [2nd Ed. P4-341 J. Llndemann, 
Univers~ty of Michigan 

Batch Reactors 

CDP.1-D, A batch reuctor. is used for the bromina~ion of p-chlorophenyl iso- 
propyl ether. Calculate the batch reaction time. [Znd Ed. P1-291 

n CDP4-E, California Professional Engineers Exam Problem. in which the 
reaction 

1s carried out in a batch reactor. [2nd Ed. P4-IS] 
CDP4-FA Verify that the Ilquid-phase reaction of  5-6-knzquinoline with 

hydrogen IS psuedo first order. [2nd Ed. P4-71 

Flow Reactors 

CDP4-Gn Radial flow reactors can be used to good advantage for exorhermic 
reaction5 with large heats of reaction. The radical velocity is 

Vary the parameters and plot X as a function of r. [2nd Ed. P4-311 
CDP4-H, Dehigned to re~nforce the hasic CRE principles thwuph very strai~ht- 

forward calculat~ons of CSTK and PFR volumes and batch reaclor 
time Thic problem was one of the most frequently assigncd problems 
Vrmm the 2nd Edition. 12nd Ed. P4-41 

CDP4-I, Forma~ion of diphen!] In a hatch. CSTR. and PFR. 13rd Ed. P4-It)] 
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Packed Bed Reactors 

C W - J *  n-Pentane - i-pentane in a packed bed reactor. [3rd Ed. P4-211 
CDP4-Kc Packed bed spherical reactor. [3rd Ed. P4-201 
CDP4-LB The reaction of A I3 is carried out in a membrane reactor 

where B diffuses out. 

Recycle Reactors 

CDP4-MB The overall conversion is required in a packed-bed reacror wirh r e p -  
cle. [Znd Ed. P4-221 

CDP4-Nc Excellent reversible reaction with recycle. Good problem by Professor 
H.S. Shaokar. IIT-Bombay. [3rd Ed. P4-281 

Really Dimcult Problems 

CDP-Oc DQE April 1999 
A + 3 in a PFR and CSTR with unknown order. (30 minutes 
to solve) 

CDP-Pn A Dr. Prohjot Singh Problem 
A I3 C Species C starts and ends at the same 
concentration. 

G m n  Engineering New Problems on the Web 

CDP4-New From time to time new problems relating Chapter 4 material to every- 
day interest< or emerging technologies will be placed on the web. 
Solutions to these problems can be obtained by e-mafling the author. 
Also, one can go on the web site, n~ww.rnwan.eddgreeneng~neering, 
and work the home problem specific to this chapter. 

These Problems Were on CD-ROAM for 3rd Edition but Not in Book for 3rd Edition 

CDP4-Q, The gas-phase reaction A + 2 B  2D has the rate law 

-r, = 2 5CXSCB. Reactor volumes of PFRs and CSTRs are required 
in t h i ~  multipart problem. (2nd Ed. P4-81 

CDP4-RB What type and arrangement of flow reactors should you use for a 
decornpositlon reaction with the rare law -r, = k,CO,'I(I 4 kJ,) ? 
[ !s t  Ed. P4-141 

CDPP-SB The liquid-phase reaction 2A + B t~ C f D is camed out in a serni- 
hatch reactor. Plot the conversion. volume, and specie? concentratrans 
as a function of time. Reactive distillation is also considered in part (e). 
I?nd Ed. P3-271 

CDP4-T, The growth of a bacterium is 20 be carried out in excess nutrrenr. 

Nutrient + Cells -t More cells + Product 

The growth rate law i s  rB = p , , , ~ ~ ( l  - L) [?nd Ed. P4-151 
C ~ m a x  
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n CDP4-U, Califumia Rrg~stration Examination Problem. Second-order reacti 
in different CSTR and PER arrangements. [Znd Ed, P1-I I1  

CDP4-V, An unremarkable semibatch reactor problem, but it does requ 
assessing whlch equation to use. 
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